QUESTBRIDGE at PRINCETON

A ROADMAP: HOW TO APPLY THROUGH QUESTBRIDGE*

*This diagram is meant to summarize different steps in the QuestBridge process. For specific details, please refer to your Princeton applicant portal to manage and complete all additional requirements and the QuestBridge website for additional information on the National College Match.

Did you apply to QuestBridge?

YES

Are you ranking colleges in the National College Match (i.e. participating in the Match)?

YES

Did you rank Princeton on your match list?

YES

Did you complete all additional requirements noted on your Princeton applicant portal, including the Princeton QuestBridge Supplement, Graded Written Paper and Financial Aid Application?

YES

You must submit all additional requirements by Nov. 1. Refer to your applicant portal to manage all requirements and ensure your application is complete.

Congratulations! You’ve matched with Princeton.*

NO

Did you match with another binding school on your list?

NO

Did you match with Princeton?

YES

Attend that binding institution.

NO

Apply Regular Decision to Princeton by Jan. 1 and apply for financial aid by Feb. 1.*

Did you match with another binding school on your list?

YES

Are you a finalist?

NO

Are you ranking colleges in the National College Match (i.e. participating in the Match)?

NO

Did you complete all additional requirements noted on your Princeton applicant portal, including the Princeton QuestBridge Supplement, Graded Written Paper and Financial Aid Application?

NO

You’ve matched with another binding school.

Finalists should use the QuestBridge Regular Decision Form to have the QuestBridge application sent to Princeton. Non-finalists should apply using the Coalition or Common Applications.
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